
financial constraint, the NAPAA challenges have been found to be largely overcome, often with innovative solutions trans-
lated into good practice.
In 2015 the UN defined the 17 Sustainable Development Goals at a summit that brought together world leaders with the
aim of adopting an ambitious agenda for poverty eradication and global economic, social and environmental develop-
ment by 2030, known as Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development. It should be noted that this Agenda is the result of
the joint work of governments and citizens around the world to create a new global model for ending poverty, promot-
ing prosperity and well-being for all, protecting the environment and combating climate change. The 17 Sustainable
Development Objectives (ODS), successors of the 8 Millennium Development Goals, which should be implemented by all
countries and cover such diverse but interlinked areas, where we can highlight equitable access to quality health services,
energy and environmental sustainability, as well as the promotion of effective institutions and stable societies and the
fight against inequality at all levels.
The Ostrava Declaration in result with the Sixth Ministerial Conference on Environment and Health taken place on Czech
Republic in June 2017, summarizes the priorities in this area in the WHO European Region, and the Member States com-
mitted to develop national portfolios for action that should address the need to accelerate progress on health and envir-
onment and, in particular, addressing the environment-related health goals and targets of the 2030 Sustainable
Development Agenda.
During United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA), in December 2017, environment ministers adopted a resolution on
environment and health, calling for expanded partnerships with relevant UN agencies and partners, and for an implemen-
tation plan to tackle pollution.
Regarding this goal, UN Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Health Organization (WHO) have announced, in
Kenya, on January 2018, a collaboration to combat environmental health risks, which claim an estimated 12.6 million lives
a year. UNEP- WHO will develop a joint work programme and hold an annual high-level meeting to evaluate progress
and make recommendations for continued collaboration. This partnership represents the most significant agreement on
joint action related to the environment and health in over 15 years.
Health and wellbeing is influenced by the wider physical environment. By addressing the wider determinants of health,
including food safety, housing standards, health and safety, air quality, noise and environment issues generally, environ-
mental health makes a fundamental contribution to the maintenance and improvement of public health.
We need safe, healthy and supportive environments for good health. The environment in which we live is a major deter-
minant of our health and wellbeing. Taking into account the above, it seems that we are walking in the right direction
… hoping it will not be too late.
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Introduction: The rapid and correct identification of pathogenic species is crucial for several reasons that differ according
to the area of interest. In clinical laboratories it is important since knowing the pathogen guides appropriate treatment,
dose and duration of therapy. In clinical microbiology laboratories culture and microscopic examination remain the “gold
standard”. Biochemical and mass spectometry identification systems, such as the Vitek systems (BioMerieuxVR ) or MALDI-
TOF are examples of commercial systems for microbial identification with the advantage of being semi automatic.
However, these methods are based on the regrowth and isolation of the microorganism from samples, which in some
cases, such as from blood, is time consuming and the success rate of cultivation can be as low as 20%. Recently, several
techniques based on the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) have been developed for microbial pathogenic detection and
identification particularly Real-Time PCR methods. In this study we developed an alternative PCR based method for the
detection of fungal pathogens involved in systemic infections. This is a multiplex PCR method that attributes to each spe-
cies specific amplicon lengths and a fluoresce dye, according to previously design panels, enabling a fast and reprodu-
cible co-amplifying of several loci in a single PCR reaction.
Materials and methods: First a panel for species identification, combining fluorescence with molecular weight of specific
PCR fragments for Candida and Asprgillus was designed. The PCR fragments obtained are then analysed by capillary elec-
trophoresis and GeneScan fragment analysis. This methodology was optimized using DNA extracted from strains previ-
ously identified and, in order to optimize the methodology to clinical samples, we also used serum from healthy donors
spiked with different concentrations of fungal DNA. Then the method was tested in DNA extracted from different types
of clinical samples, including blood, biopsies and bronchoalveolar lavages of patients with invasive fungal infections (IFI).
Results: The optimization of the method, by using DNA from known strains belonging to the target species and strains
form other species, showed 100% of specificity. The calculated yield from DNA extracted from serum spiked with fungal
DNA was of around 80%. This DNA was then used to determine the sensitivity of the technique and results showed that
we were able to obtain amplification products within a range of 1 to 10pg of the total DNA extracted. Results obtained
with DNA extracted from samples of IFI patients, showed that we were able to detect the specific fungal species in 75%
of the samples. Several optimizations are being performed.
Discussion and conclusions: This new methodology is a promising method since interpretation of results is easy, based
on presence/absence of a particular peak of the panel, it is fast, accurate and reproducible and due to the design of the
identification panel it is able to identify the pathogenic fungal species involved in mixed infections. Several optimizations
are being performed to enhance sensitivity of the method.
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Computer science and biology have come together significantly in recent years. This trend dates back to the 1960s, with
the publication of the first protein sequences, the subsequent application of information theory the first alignment algo-
rithms in the 1970s and 1980s that culminated with its improvement and implementation in the 1990s with software
such as BLAST, which became one of the most cited articles in the history of science. Already in this millennium there
has been a rapid growth of large-scale sequencing projects (e.g. the Human Genome Project), as well as the widespread
expansion of omics databases, e.g. with genomic, transcriptomic and metabolic information. This explosion is transforming
medicine and the life sciences, whose progress is increasingly associated with a strong integration with Computer Science
and Engineering, which are likely to represent, in the 21st century, a similar role to that of Mathematics in Physics of the
20th century. This talk will overview some of the progress at the interface highlighting some of the associated challenges.
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